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A reader question unrelated to any recent posts, says the inquirer. This depends on the time
frame "recent" nevertheless, it's reasonably accurate!
Q1: How many self aware/conscious souls, such as you and I, are there in existence?
C:
Self aware and conscious souls is redundant; all souls are. The answer depends upon your
limits; galaxy, universe?
In and across the Milky Way there a several billion per star, on average. On and around Earth
approximately twenty five billion, almost thirty million in the solar system but some are more
transient. Human incarnated souls and their Guardian Angel Guides remain close to Earth.
Q2.
What percentage of the total number of self aware/conscious souls have incarnated into a
physical body/reality?
C:
Percentage of which precinct? The majority of souls who are close to a galaxy or attached
to a star and planets within, are associated with incarnated life, as either participant, guides or
experienced incarnator.
Q3.
Of those self aware/conscious souls that have incarnated into a physical body/reality,
what percentage have incarnated into a very dense, difficult, dualistic world, such as Earth,
compared to the percent that have incarnated into a more evolved/less dense and difficult world,
that is higher in vibration and "easier"?
C:
This question largely cannot be answered properly. Dense, difficult and easy are entirely
subjective descriptions. Dualistic has some impartial interpretations and meaning, however these
are several. Who do you mean?
Evolved does not require or even generally indicate less dense, certainly not less difficult from
objective observation. The vast majority of humans senses difficulty is self created, when awake
and conscious and also when asleep and out-of-body, on purpose.
Thank you for being a channel to The Committee and providing such valuable information. I
anticipate the opportunity daily to check in on the website.
You're welcome!

